
How to Utilize the Mid-Continent Geological Library (MCGL) 
 
The purpose of this course is to teach individuals how to utilize the Mid-Continent Geological 

Library (MCGL).  The course will be taught through a combination of lectures, hands on 

demonstrations, and sample projects.  The course will cover basics about the MCGL including: 

rules, importance, a brief history, type of data, how to locate data, and membership fees.  The 

course will also touch on the basics of how to prospect through examples and projects. 
 
As a prospect generating geologist, you need to be able to find and know how to find all the data 

possible to generate and sell your ideas.  This course will help you learn to… 
 

 Data mine the MCGL 

 Utilize scout cards and logs in prospecting 

 Utilize older production data (generally not found in other digital data vendors) 

 Locate and use strip logs 

 Appreciate the value of mud logs 

 Find out of print books, papers, and other short courses 

 Use all of these resources to come up with a prospect 

 
This course is primarily designed for new geologists, students, independents, geological / 

engineering / land technicians, and anyone else who might want to know how to find and use 

data found in the MCGL. 
 
Please join us for this very hands on experience designed to help launch or further your career! 
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Michael Lichtenwalter is an independent petroleum geologist and president of Pyramid 

Exploration, LLC.  He holds a B.A from Hanover College, IN and M.S. in Earth, Environment, 

and Physical Sciences from Wichita State University, KS.  Michael has worked as a petroleum 

geologist for multiple companies, over the last 10 years, in several states.  He has focused his 

career on drilling vertical wells and small businesses.  Michael’s career started at Trans Pacific 

Oil Corp. (KS) as a geo-tech.  He then worked as a geologist for Lewis Energy Group (TX), 

Kirkpatrick Oil Co. (OK), Potts Exploration, LLC (OK) and Pyramid Exploration, LLC.  Over 

his short career he has been able to generate, sell and drill prospects.  Occasionally, he is lucky 

and finds oil in these prospects. 
Michael is also actively involved with the OCGS as a Vice President, Board Member, 

Social Chairman, and serves on various other committees.  He is also involved with the OERB as 

a member of the Petro-Tech Committee, Scholastic Outreach Committee, and a Petro 

Pro.  Michael is also a member of: AAPG, SPE, SWPLA, KGS, SIPES, and OIPA. 


